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THE CLASSIFICATION OF SUBFACTORS OF INDEX AT MOST 5.
VAUGHAN F. R. JONES, SCOTT MORRISON, AND NOAH SNYDER
Abstract. A subfactor is an inclusion N ⊂ M of von Neumann algebras with trivial
centers. The simplest example comes from the fixed points of a group action MG ⊂M , and
subfactors can be thought of as fixed points of more general group-like algebraic structures.
These algebraic structures are closely related to tensor categories and have played important
roles in knot theory, quantum groups, statistical mechanics, and topological quantum field
theory. There’s a measure of size of a subfactor, called the index. Remarkably the values
of the index below 4 are quantized, which suggests that it may be possible to classify
subfactors of small index. Subfactors of index at most 4 were classified in the ’80s and early
’90s. The possible index values above 4 are not quantized, but once you exclude a certain
family it turns out that again the possibilities are quantized. Recently the classification of
subfactors has been extended up to index 5, and (outside of the infinite families) there are
only 10 subfactors of index between 4 and 5. We give a summary of the key ideas in this
classification and discuss what is known about these special small subfactors.
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1. Introduction
If you haven’t heard of subfactors you may be wondering what part of mathematics they
belong to. Actually that is not an easy question to answer! There is no doubt that the subject
has its roots in functional analysis, in particular the theory of von Neumann algebras which
von Neumann introduced as the mathematical structure underlying quantum mechanics.
But since the earliest days of the subject there have been numerous interactions between
subfactors and other branches of mathematics and physics, beginning with the discovery of
a polynomial invariant of knots, and most recently a new connection with random matrices.
On the way many possible homes for subfactors have been visited including three manifold
topology, statistical mechanics in two dimensions, conformal field theory, Hecke algebras,
quantum groups, 2-categories, compact groups, finite groups, and discrete groups. One
feature has emerged from all approaches—subfactors are group-like objects representing
symmetries generalizing ordinary group actions.
To know what a subfactor is one obviously first has to know what a factor is. The precise
definition will be given below, but for now just think of a factor M as a simple algebra with
identity 1. A subfactor N ⊂M is then a simple unital subalgebra. If we took this definition
literally it would include the case where M and N are fields. Although inaccurate, this is a
useful first approximation. In particular, the degree of the field extension [M : N ] is the
dimension of M as a vector space over N and indeed the original impetus for subfactor
theory was to see to what extent this notion, which we will rather call the “index” of N in
M , can be extended beyond the context of fields. There are a host of ways to extend this
index but they all give the same answer for a very special class of factors, namely the II1
factors of Murray and von Neumann. A II1 factor is a simple complex *-algebra M which
possesses a trace tr : M → C, and may be realised as an infinite dimensional algebra of
operators on Hilbert space. The trace is linear and satisfies tr(ab) = tr(ba) for all a, b ∈M .
One may normalise it so that tr(1) = 1.
The trace is the key to the definition of index as it allows one to associate a dimension to
vector spaces on which M acts. This is familiar from K-theory where a finitely generated
projective M -module V is the same thing as an idempotent in some matrix algebra over M
so one may take its dimension dimM V as the sum of the traces of the diagonal elements of
the matrix. Now if N ⊂M is a subfactor, M becomes an N -module by left multiplication.
Finiteness of the index means that M is a finitely generated projective module and [M : N ]
is by definition the trace of the corresponding idempotent. That is,
[M : N ] = dimN (M).
There are two closely related ways to get subfactors from finite groups. The II1 factors
tend to have many (quite explicit) outer automorphisms. For instance, if M is a II1 factor
then so is M ⊗M , and the “flip” automorphism of M ⊗M is outer. If G is a finite group of
outer automorphisms one may form the “crossed product” M oG consisting of formal linear
combinations
∑
g∈G agug where the ag are in M and the algebra structure is determined in
the obvious way by uguh = ugh and ugxu
−1
g = g(x) for x ∈ M . That M oG is also a II1
factor is guaranteed by outerness of the action. As you might expect, it is not difficult to
see that [M oG : M ] = |G|. By a duality which is a major part of the subfactor story, one
obtains that the fixed point algebra MG is a II1 factor and that [M : M
G] = |G|. There
is a version of the Galois correspondence which says that any automorphism of M fixing
MG pointwise is inner (i.e. conjugation by an element of M), and thus one may recover the
group from the knowledge of the subfactor MG ⊂M as those inner automorphisms fixing
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MG. In this way the theory of subfactors contains the theory of finite groups, though we
are often most interested in understanding more complicated subfactors which don’t arise
from group theory.
Even better there is an extraordinary II1 factor, called the hyperfinite II1 factor R on
which each finite group acts in exactly one way by outer automorphisms.
Theorem 1.1 ([Jon80, Con77]). Any two actions of the finite group G on R, for which all
non-trivial elements of G act by outer automorphisms, are conjugate by an automorphism
of R.
It is easy to construct an outer action of any finite group (indeed any subgroup of the
unitary group of Hilbert space!) by outer automorphisms. So subfactors are an even better
vessel for groups than fields where the same abstract group can arise from many different
Galois extensions. A further advantage is that, by [Con76], any subfactor of the hyperfinite
II1 factor is isomorphic to it (or finite dimensional) so, unlike in ordinary Galois theory where
many different field extensions share the same Galois group, all one sees in a hyperfinite
subfactor MG ⊂M is the group G!
Using groups as above one obtains subfactors of index n for all n ∈ N by varying G. In
fact, by looking at M oH ⊂ M o G, you can build subfactors of index n = [G : H] for
every transitive group action G acting on G/H. Now the property of II1 factors that most
intrigued their discoverers Murray and von Neumann is that the trace takes all positive real
values on idempotents in matrix algebras! Thus in principle the index could be any real
number ≥ 1. But the subject of subfactors got under way with the result that the index is
not always an integer, nor is it any real ≥ 1, but rather it is “quantized”.
Theorem 1.2 ([Jon83]). If [M : N ] < 4 then there is a natural number n ≥ 3 with
[M : N ] = 4 cos2 pi/n.
Moreover all these values occur as indices of subfactors, as does any real number ≥ 4.
The numbers 4 cos2 pi/n begin
4 cos2 pi/3 1 1
4 cos2 pi/4 2 2
4 cos2 pi/5 3+
√
5
2 2.61803
4 cos2 pi/6 3 3
4 cos2 pi/7 53 +
1
3
(
7
2
(
1 + 3
√
3i
))1/3
+ 73
(
7
2
(
1 + 3
√
3i
))−1/3
3.24698
4 cos2 pi/8 2 +
√
2 3.41421
(and of course these index values tend to 4 as n→∞). So the first subfactor of non-integer
index has index equal to the square of the golden ratio.
A subfactor of non-integer index cannot come from a finite group but one might hope
that it can be constructed from some “group-like” object. One source of examples of
such “group-like” objects are Drinfel’d-Jimbo quantum groups at roots of unity [Jim85,
Dri86, Dri87, Wor87b, RT91, Wen98, Wor87a]. The place to hunt down all such “group-like”
objects is by looking at subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 factor, for by Theorem 1.1 one
would expect the structure of the factor itself to be invisible so that the subfactor is given
by some data describing “pure symmetry”. This data is to be teased out of the subfactor
itself. This teasing process is the same in spirit as Weyl’s approach to group representations
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[Wey39]. Namely, we extract the irreducible representations from the tensor powers of a
basic one. The group, if necessary, could then be constructed by some Tannaka-like duality
from the resulting tensor category [Tan38, JS91b, Kre49, DR89]. With 20-20 hindsight, this
is exactly what happened in the study of subfactors. The description of this group-like object
will be the topic of the next section. For now we will simply refer to it as the “standard
invariant” of the subfactor.
Theorem 1.2 answers the question “What are the possible index values of subfactors?”.
But for index at most four we can go a lot further and actually classify all the subfactors
themselves. In fact, there’s an ADE classification of similar flavor to the McKay correspon-
dence for subgroups of SU(2) [McK80] due to Ocneanu [Ocn88] and others. This was a
significant achievement and we will describe it in more detail in Section 3.
The main focus of this paper is on subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 of index between 4
and 5. Below index 4 a deep theorem of Popa’s [Pop90] showed that the standard invariant
is a complete invariant of subfactors of the hyperfinite. However, above index 4 there are
subfactors whose standard invariant gives no information about the subfactor and where
Popa’s theorem does not apply. There are many such subfactors but no progress has been
made in understanding them. These “bad” subfactors satisfy a techical condition called
non-amenability [Pop94]. We have shown that the standard invariant is trivial for any non-
amenable subfactor whose index is between 4 and 5, and we have a complete classification
of the standard invariants of amenable subfactors in this index range. There are precisely
five index values, each one affording two subfactors. We will give a more precise statement
in Theorem 4.1.
subfactor index approximate index
‘Haagerup’ 5+
√
13
2 4.30278
‘extended Haagerup’ 83 +
1
3
3
√
13
2 (−5− 3i
√
3) + 13
3
√
13
2 (−5 + 3i
√
3) 4.37720
‘Asaeda-Haagerup’ 5+
√
17
2 4.56155
‘3311’ 3 +
√
3 4.73205
‘2221’ 5+
√
21
2 4.79129
At index 5 (again ignoring the “bad” subfactors) we also have a classification of subfactors
with nontrivial standard invariant and we know there is an  > 0.004 such that there are no
indices of such subfactors in the range (5, 5 + ).
This work has been accomplished over a long period of time and has involved many
different people. The completion of the project for indices between 4 and 5 has entailed
extensive computer calculations. Some of these calculations are rather innocent—those
going into the construction of examples are never any worse than the (exact) calculation of
the traces of the fourth powers of some moderately sized matrices. To exclude all the values
between 4 and 5 (except those listed above) involved a systematic enumeration of certain
graphs whose norms are between 2 and
√
5. This calculation requires nothing more than
computing graph norms and checking simple combinatorial conditions, and can be checked
locally by hand. But the sheer number of graphs that comes up would make checking the
whole calculation very slow. We have checked this calculation several times on different
computers and in different languages, which gives us confidence in the computer calculation.
It would of course be desirable to have computer-free versions of the proofs. A naive
estimate suggests that the classification up to index 5 requires 100 times the computational
effort of Haagerup’s classification up to index 3 +
√
3, so doing the calculation by hand using
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our techniques would require a Herculean effort. A proof without a computer thus requires
some major new insight. Such insight could come from conformal field theory—one of the
most fascinating questions on subfactors is whether all subfactors are in some way obtainable
from conformal field theory. Although the subfactors of index 3 +
√
3 and 12(5 +
√
21) are
known to arise from CFT, no such construction is known for the others (although it is
argued in [EG11] that the subfactors of index 12(5 +
√
13) “should” come from CFT).
Can we extend the classification beyond index 5? You might wonder whether we
could classify all finite index subfactors. This is way too ambitious. By Theorem 1.1 this
would at the very least entail a complete classification of finite groups. But in fact things
are far worse. The intuitive idea that a finite index subfactor corresponds to a finite object
is quite wrong. One can construct a finite index subfactor from any finitely generated group
in such a way that the subfactor remembers the Cayley graph of the group. One is thus led
immediately into undecidability questions. And possibly even worse, by [ST09] one should
be able to construct families whose Borel structure is not countably separated! And all
these “wild” behaviours should occur for subfactors of index 6.
Since 6 = 3 · 2 is a product of allowed index values, a subfactor N ⊂M of index 6 can
have an intermediate subfactor N ⊂ P ⊂M [Bis94b, BJ97]. Although such a subfactor can
be thought of as built by combining two simpler subfactors, it turns out that there is often
a bewildering variety of ways to compose them. In particular, Bisch and Haagerup [BH96]
show that there’s an index 6 subfactor of the form RZ/2 ⊂ RoZ/3 for any of the profusion
of quotient groups of the free product Z/2 ∗ Z/3 ∼= PSL2(Z). We will discuss these and
other “wildness” results (e.g. [BNP07]) in §6.4.
Should we extend the classification beyond index 5? By the discussion so far the
situation is rather intriguing. Up to index 5 we have a nice classification of subfactors, but
at index 6 all hell breaks loose. So somewhere in between 5 and 6 the onset of wildness must
occur. Indeed we have 5 < 3 +
√
5 < 6 and 3 +
√
5 = 3+
√
5
2 × 2 which is a product on index
values, so it is not implausible that wildness of some sort should begin at index 3 +
√
5.
Of course it could begin earlier though we doubt this. One way to prove that there is no
wildness less than index 3 +
√
5 is to push our classification methods all the way from 5 to
3 +
√
5. A number of people have begun working on this and, although there are not yet
definitive results, it appears there are only two subfactors with index in this range! Then to
finish the “onset of wildness” project we would have to find large families of subfactors of
index 3 +
√
5. There are already signs of an explosion of subfactors at this index but the
situation is not yet clear.
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2. An introduction to subfactors
2.1. Subfactors and the standard invariant.
2.1.1. Technical definition of a subfactor and its index. We quickly recall some standard
definitions, which can be found in any standard text [Tak79, Dix57].
A finite von Neumann algebra M may be defined as a unital Banach *-algebra possessing
a linear trace tr : M → C with the properties
(i) ||a∗a|| = ||a||2,
(ii) tr(ab) = tr(ba),
(iii) tr(1) = 1,
(iv) tr(a∗a) > 0 for all a 6= 0, and
(v) the unit ball (for the Banach space structure) of M is complete for the metric defined
by 〈x, y〉 = tr(y∗x).
A finite von Neumann algebra M is called a II1 factor if it is infinite dimensional and its
centre is one dimensional. The trace tr is then the unique linear functional with properties
(ii) and (iii).
Definition 2.1. A subfactor N of a II1 factor M is a sub *-algebra containing the identity
of N which is a II1 factor with the inherited structure.
Definition 2.2. [Jon83] A subfactor N ⊂ M will be said to have finite index if M is a
finitely generated projective left N-module under left multiplication, and then the index
[M : N ] is the trace of an idempotent in a matrix algebra defining M as a left N -module.
There are a few important technical definitions which we will need below. A subfactor is
called irreducible if M is irreducible as an N -M bimodule. A subfactor is called extremal if
the normalized traces on M and the commutant N ′ agree on M ∩N ′. Often we focus on
the extremal case because it simplifies many technical issues, and because extremality is a
relatively mild assumption as all irreducible subfactors are extremal and all finite depth
subfactors (defined below) are extremal.
2.1.2. Examples. The simplest way to get a II1 factor is to take a discrete group Γ and take
the commutant of the left regular representation on `2(Γ). This von Neumann algebra is
commonly denoted L(Γ) and a trace on it is given by
tr(x) = 〈xξ, ξ〉
where ξ is the characteristic function of the identity in Γ. The von Neumann algebra L(Γ)
is a II1 factor exactly when all of the non-identity conjugacy classes of Γ are infinite (an
‘ICC group’). This happens quite often, for instance the free groups Fn for n ≥ 2.
Note that L(Γ) is not a complete invariant of Γ. For example, if Γ can be realized as
a union of finite groups (for example, the group S∞ of permutations which leave all but
finitely many letters fixed), then L(Γ) is always the hyperfinite II1 factor R. Famously, it is
unknown whether L(Fn) ∼= L(Fm) for n 6= m, both at least two.
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It is easy to construct certain subfactors of L(Γ). If Γ0 ⊂ Γ is a subgroup with infinite
conjugacy classes one has (immediately from the definition):
[L(Γ) : L(Γ0)] = [Γ : Γ0].
There are many other constructions of II1 factors each of which comes with its supply
of subfactors, but in this paper we want to focus on the abstract symmetry defined by a
subfactor so we will de-emphasize the factors themselves.
2.1.3. The principal graphs. An algebra is a bimodule over any of its subalgebras, and
bimodules over an algebra have a tensor product structure. So it is natural, given a
subfactor N ⊂M , to consider the tensor powers Mk = M⊗NM⊗N · · ·⊗NM (with k copies
of M in the tensor product). If [M : N ] is infinite the purely algebraic tensor product may
not be appropriate [Con94] but if [M : N ] <∞ the purely algebraic tensor product works
just as well as Hilbert space based versions [Jon08]. Each Mk is infinite dimensional but
there are many ways to extract finite dimensional information from them. Following Weyl
[Wey39] we should decompose the Mk into irreducible N − N bimodules or equivalently
consider EndN−N (Mk). But we can do more—since Mk is also an M −M bimodule we can
decompose into irreducible M −M , M −N , and N −M bimodules as well.
Definition 2.3. The principal graph of N ⊂M is the pointed bipartite graph whose vertices
are the (isomorphism classes of) irreducible N −N and N −M bimodules contained in all
the Mk, with dim(HomN−N (V,W )) edges between an N −M bimodule V and an N −N
bimodule W . The distinguished vertex of Γ is the N −N bimodule N itself, and we will use
a ? to denote it on the graph.
The distance from ? to a vertex is called its depth. Note that the vertices at even depths
are N -N bimodules while the vertices at odd depths are N -M bimodules.
Similarly the “dual principal graph” is obtained by restricting irreducibleM−M bimodules
to M −N bimodules.
We typically indicate slightly more information when giving a pair of principal graphs.
Namely any bimodule has a dual, or contragredient, bimodule. The dual of an A-B bimodule
(where A and B are each one of M and N) is a B-A bimodule, so duals of even vertices are
even vertices on the same graph, while duals of odd vertices are odd vertices on the other
graph. We record this duality data by using red tags to indicate duality on even vertices,
and by having odd vertices at each depth of each graph at the same relative height as its
dual on the other graph.
We say a principal graph is n-supertransitive if up to distance n from ? the graph is just
a linear chain.
This process is a little abstract but can be quite easy in practice and leads immediately
to many interesting questions. The easiest case to understand is the principal graph for
N ⊂ N oG. It is obvious that, as an N −N bimodule, N oG is the direct sum, over G,
of bimodules which are the trivial N −N bimodules with the right action twisted by the
corresponding group element. Since this set of bimodules is closed under tensor product we
see that the principal graph is as follows (illustrated for the symmetric group S3), with as
many N −N bimodules as the order of the group:
?
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(the red marks indicate bimodules which are dual to each other, corresponding to inverse
elements in the group).
With a little more thought one obtains the dual principal graph which also has a single
M −N bimodule, but the M −M -bimodules are indexed by the irreducible representations
of G, with as many edges as dimension of the representation. Thus for S3 we obtain:
?
2
We see that the principal graph and dual principal graph may be different. It is an
accident of small index that all subfactors of index ≤ 4 have the same principal and dual
principal graphs.
The principal and dual principal graphs can be defined slightly differently as recording
the fusion rules for tensoring by the basic bimodules NMM and MMN . For example,
given an N -M bimodule V and and N -N bimodule W , the number of edges from V
to W is dim(HomN−N (V ⊗M M,W )). By Frobenius reciprocity, the multiplicity is also
dim(HomN−M (V,W ⊗NM)). Thus you can read off the rules for tensoring on one side with
the basic bimodules from the principal graph and the dual principal graph. To read off
the rules for tensoring on the other side, just use the dual data together with the fact that
(V ⊗X)∗ ∼= X∗ ⊗ V ∗.
Definition 2.4. A subfactor is of finite depth if the principal graph is finite.
Unlike general finite index subfactors, finite depth subfactors are genuinely finite objects
which can be thought of as generalizing finite groups.
Here are some basic facts about the principal graphs referring to a subfactor N ⊂ M
with principal graph Γ and dual principal graph Γ′.
Definition 2.5. The graph norm ||Γ|| is the operator norm of the adjacency matrix for Γ.
When Γ is finite, this is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix.
Fact 2.6. [M : N ] ≥ ||Γ||2 with equality when Γ is finite.
Fact 2.7. The radiuses (from ?) of Γ and Γ′ differ by at most one.
Fact 2.8. Write
→
v for the function on the vertices of Γ whose value
→
v V on a bimodule is
dimNV for N −N bimodules and
√
dimN (V ) dimM (V ) for N −M bimodules. Then →v is
an eigenvector for the adjacency matrix of Γ with eigenvalue
√
[M : N ]. When Γ is finite
this is the unique positive eigenvector.
Fact 2.9. The dimensions dimH0(⊗kNM) = dimH0(⊗kNM) of the invariant and coinvariant
spaces are both given by the number of walks on Γ starting and ending at ? of length 2k, or
the number of walks on Γ′ starting and ending at ? of length 2k.
2.2. The standard invariant and reconstruction. The principal graphs capture the
combinatorics of tensoring with the basic bimodules, but the full structure of these bimodules
contains more than just the combinatorics. We have a collection of bimodules (of four
flavors: N -N , N -M , M -N , and M -M), maps between bimodules, and ways of taking duals
and tensor products of bimodules and maps. All of this information is called the standard
invariant of N ⊂ M . But what kind of algebraic structure is the standard invariant? If
we were only looking at one flavor of bimodule (say N -N), this collection would have the
structure of a tensor category. Here we have a slightly different setup where there are two
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tensor products ⊗N and ⊗M , but it is not difficult to modify the definition of a tensor
category to allow this slightly more general situation.
Modern higher categorical language gives one way of summarizing the structure on the
standard invariant. Just as a monoid is the same thing as a category with only one object (the
elements becoming 1-morphisms), a tensor category can be thought of as a 2-category with
one object (the objects becoming 1-morphisms, and the morphisms becoming 2-morphisms).
From this point of view, the standard invariant becomes a C∗-2-category with two objects
(corresponding to M and N) together with a choice of generating 1-morphism (corresponding
to NMM ). The N -N bimodules and the M -M bimodules are called the even parts of the
standard invariant, and the N -M bimodules are called the odd part.
In fact the first axiomatizations of the standard invariant (by Ocneanu [Ocn88] and
Popa [Pop90, Pop95a]) were combinatorial, based on the principal graphs, and did not
use categorical language at all. We will explain Ocneanu’s cell calculus below, and Popa’s
λ-lattices when we have defined planar algebras which allow a diagrammatic descripition
of λ-lattices. But both approaches turn around a pair of towers of finite dimensional
C∗-algebras:
B0 ⊂ B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Bn ⊂ · · ·
∪ ∪ ∪ ∪
A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An ⊂ · · ·
together with a coherent trace on all these algebras. This data allows us to complete the
unions of the An and Bn to obtain von Neumann algebras A and B respectively, with
A ⊂ B.
Theorem 2.10. [Pop90] If M is the hyperfinite II1 factor and the principal graph of the
subfactor N ⊂ M is finite, suppose A ⊂ B is constructed from the standard invariant as
above. Then the inclusion N ⊂M is isomorphic to the inclusion A ⊂ B.
(Depending on your conventions for this tower, it may be an anti-isomorphism rather
than an isomorphism.) Popa went on in [Pop94] to prove even more powerful classification
results when Γ is infinite but they require subtle notions of amenability of the standard
invariant so we refrain from stating his theorem. If Γ is infinite, neither A nor B need be
factors. Note that although all subfactors with [M : N ] ≤ 4 are amenable, when [M : N ] > 4
and the principal graph is the one-sided infinite Dynkin diagram A∞ then the subfactor is
not amenable and Popa’s results are not available.
Because of these problems with A ⊂ B it is not clear that there is a hyperfinite subfactor
having a given standard invariant. It is however true [Pop95a] that the map from subfactors
to standard invariants is surjective, and in fact by [PS03] there is, to every standard invariant,
a subfactor of L(F∞) which realises that standard invariant. (If the principal graph is finite
there is no issue—there is a hyperfinite subfactor realising the standard invariant.)
Outside the hyperfinite world one would not expect classification results. Radulescu
[Ra˘d97] has shown that there are at least two outer involutory automorphisms of free
group factors and thus two index two subfactors. In the opposite direction, Vaes [Vae09]
constructed factors with no irreducible subfactors at all! Since there are many constructions
producing a new subfactor from an old one using its standard invariant, it is not reasonable
to expect factors with only one nontrivial subfactor. Nonetheless, Falguie`res and Raum
[FR13] have proved a precise result saying that for any fixed finite depth subfactor planar
algebra, there’s a factor whose only finite index subfactors are those subfactors guaranteed
by the planar algebra itself. These constructions use Popa’s theory of deformation rigidity
[Pop06a, Pop06b, Pop06c, Pop07].
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2.3. Other perspectives on the standard invariant.
2.3.1. Cell calculus. In this section we explain Ocneanu’s approach to the standard invariant.
The key notion here is a “connection” which is a certain collection of numbers attached to
certain “cells” and which play the role of 6j symbols. We will define each of these notions
below, and sketch how to get a connection from a subfactor.
First we introduce a generalization of the principal graph. The various bimodules
appearing on the principal graphs can be arranged on a square of graphs as below with
edges connecting the vertices according to the principal graphs. We call this the 4-partite
principal graph.
NmodN NmodM
MmodN MmodM
Γ
Γ Γ′
Γ′
See Figure 1 for an example.
Γ =
?
,Γ′ =
?

Γ
{
Γ′
{
NModN ?
NModM
MModM ?
MModN
NModN ?
Figure 1. The principal graphs for the Haagerup subfactor described in
§4.2.1, as well as the 4-partite principal graph. In the 4-partite graph the rows
of vertices correspond to the N −N bimodules, the N −M bimodules, the
M −M bimodules, the M −N bimodules, and finally the N −N bimodules
again. Vertices are ordered lexicographically by depth and height in Γ or Γ′.
A “cell” is a directed based loop formed by four edges, one taken from each of the
four graphs. A connection is an assignment of numbers to each cell satisfying certain
properties. To compute the connection from a subfactor, first make a choice of basis for each
basic hom space Hom(V ⊗X,W ) (where X is NMM or MMN , whichever is appropriate)
and each space Hom(X ⊗ V,W ). Using these choices we can think of each edge in the
4-partite graph as giving an explicit bimodule map. Thus each cell gives two different
maps HomM−M (X ⊗ V ⊗X,U) coming from the two ways of going halfway around the cell.
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Since U is simple, these two maps differ by a scalar, which assigns a number to each cell.
This number can be thought of as an associator or 6j-symbol for tensoring with the basic
bimodules.
These numbers attached to cell satisfy many properties, involving also the duality maps
among the irreducible bimodules. This can be axiomatized by saying that the connection is
biunitary and flat. We postpone the definitions of these two notions until the discussion of
graph planar algebras in §2.4.3, but for now we note that biunitarity is easy to check, while
flatness is much more mysterious and difficult to compute.
2.3.2. Planar Algebras. Recall that the standard invariant is roughly a bunch of hom spaces
together with the operations of composition and tensor product. However, because of
Frobenius reciprocity, you can identify any hom space with some invariant space H0(⊗nNM).
From this point of view, composition and tensor product no longer look special, and there
are many other equally valid compositions. Planar algebras are a coordinate free approach
to the standard invariant which emphasize this multitude of operations.
The notion of a (colored) operad makes rigorous this idea of a multitude of operations
[May72]: each element of an operad gives an operation and operations can be composed
using the operad structure. For example, there’s an operad of words where the composition
is given by substitution. An algebra over an operad is a vector space on which all of these
operations make sense, so an algebra over the operad of words is an associative algebra.
A planar algebra is an algebra over the planar operad. Elements of the planar operad are
“planar tangles” whose definition we avoid by giving an example:
The smooth curves joining the boundary points of the discs are called strings. A tangle
may be glued into an internal disc of another tangle provided the starred boundary points,
and the number of strings meeting the glueing disc match. (This forces us to consider strings
that form closed loops not touching any discs.) This is the operad structure. Thus a planar
algebra is an N-graded vector space whose grading corresponds to the number of boundary
points of a disc, and every tangle determines a multilinear map from the product of the
vector spaces associated with the input discs to the vector space of the output disc. These
maps must only depend on the tangle up to isotopy and are compatible in the obvious way
with the gluing. See [Jon99, Jon11] for further details.
One example of a planar algebra is the planar algebra of linear combinations of 3-
dimensional tangles (that is links with boundaries). Here the vector space attached to a
disc with n boundary points has as a basis the set of all isotopy classes (rel boundary) of
tangles in the disc cross I with n boundary points lying on the equator. This is an algebra
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for the planar operad because we can plug 3-dimensional tangles into the holes in a planar
tangle to get a new 3-dimensional tangle.
The key point here is that each planar tangle gives an operation. For example, composition
and tensor product are given by the operations below.
. . .
. . .
. . .
1
2
?
?
?
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
21 ???
A subfactor planar algebra is a special kind of planar algebra. We ask first of all that
the regions of the tangle are alternately unshaded and shaded (corresponding to N and M)
which forces all the discs to have an even number of boundary points. If we call Pn,± the
vector space corresponding to 2n boundary points, with the starred region unshaded for
± = + and shaded for ± = −, then we insist that:
(i) dimPn,± <∞,
(ii) there is a conjugate-linear involution ∗ on each Pn,± compatible with orientation
reversing diffeomorphisms of the tangles,
(iii) dimP0,± = 1, and
(iv) the sesquilinear form defined by
〈a, b〉 = · · · · · ·
a∗
b
?
?
is positive definite.
Condition (iii) above, along with the canonical ‘empty diagram’ element in P0,±, allows
us to identify P0,± ∼= C. The sesquilinear form defined in condition (iv) is thus, like all
closed diagrams, valued in C.
Oftentimes we also want to require the following condition, which corresponds to ex-
tremality of the subfactor.
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(v) A planar algebra is spherical if for any element x of P1,+, the following two closed
diagrams are equal as elements of P0,± ∼= C.
x? = x?
Theorem 2.11. The spaces H0(⊗nNM) admit a canonical subfactor planar algebra structure.
Proof. We quickly sketch the proof, which follows the diagram calculus of [PR84, JS91a,
RT91]. For a full proof, see [Jon99]. All planar tangles are generated by the tensor product
tangles, compositions tangles, and single strands. The actions of these special tangles can
be interpreted in the usual way (tensoring, composing, and identity/evaluation/coevaluation
maps), and the tensor category axioms guarantee that this action is well-defined. 
It turns out that the index of a subfactor is just the value of two nested circles, so it
makes sense to talk about the index of a subfactor planar algebra. In the extremal case,
the planar algebra is spherical, so the index is just the square of the value of a single circle.
This scalar is called the loop value and is typically written δ.
So we can finally make rigorous what kind of gadget the standard invariant is: it is a
subfactor planar algebra. Our goal is to classify subfactor planar algebras of index below 5.
By Popa’s reconstruction results, so long as these planar algebras are amenable, this will
give us a classification of subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 of index below 5. It turns out
that there’s only one family of non-amenable planar algebras, so we end up with a nearly
complete classification of subfactors of the hyperfinite II1.
Planar algebras afford the possibility of a “generators and relations” approach. Indeed a
special example of planar algebra is the theory of van Kampen diagrams [Kam33]. The idea
is to give abstract elements called “n-boxes” which are to be elements of Pn for some planar
algebra and consider linear identities between planar tangles labelled by these n-boxes. One
tries to find such identities which cause the quotient of the free planar algebra on the n-boxes
to collapse to a planar algebra with finite dimensional Pn,±’s. This is the same in spirit as
Conway’s skein theory and indeed one finds examples of planar algebras immediately from
knot theory, by treating the crossing as generators and the Reidemeister moves, and, say, the
Conway skein relation [Ale28] for the Alexander polynomial [Con70], as planar identities.
2.3.3. Algebra objects and module categories. There is another algebraic approach to the
standard invariant coming out of the work of Longo, Mu¨ger, and Ostrik [Lon94, LR97,
Mu¨g03, Ost03], which has been developed extensively in the work of Etingof, Gelaki,
Nikshych, and Ostrik [EO04, ENO04, ENO05, EGNO], and is based on two closely related
concepts: algebra objects and module categories.
An algebra object in a tensor category C is an object A endowed with the structure of
an algebra, namely a unit morphism 1 → A and a multiplication morphism A ⊗ A → A
satisfying the unit and associativity axioms. A subfactor N ⊂M yields an algebra object
M in a tensor category of N -N bimodules. In the subfactor literature, C∗-algebra objects
in C∗ tensor categories are called Q-systems.
Just as algebras have modules, algebra objects have module objects, which are objects V
together with an action A⊗ V → V satisfying associativity. These modules can be tensored
over algebras in the usual way. Thus, an algebra object in a tensor category also produces a
standard invariant by considering the 1-1 bimodules (i.e objects in C), 1-A bimodules (i.e.
right A-modules), A-1 bimodules (i.e. left A-modules), and A-A bimodules in C.
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The category of right A-modules has an additional structure: you can tensor on the left
with objects in C to get new right A-modules. This makes the category of right A-modules
into a left C-module category, that is a category M together with a bifunctor C ×M→M
endowed with associativity morphisms satisfying a coherence relation. When C is nice
enough, any nice module category comes from an algebra object in this way using Ostrik’s
internal hom construction [Ost03], namely if X is any object in M then Hom(X,X) is an
algebra object in C whose category of modules recovers M.
Thus one can also think of the standard invariant as being a Morita equivalence of tensor
categories CMD where C and D are the even parts of the subfactor and M is the odd part,
together with a choice of simple object in M. This point of view offers great flexibility in
changing the choice of favorite object in M and thereby makes certain constructions in
subfactor theory easier to understand.
This theory has been most extensively worked out when C is a fusion category, that is it
is finite, semisimple, and the unit object is simple. These correspond to finite depth finite
index subfactors (finiteness is finite depth, semisimplicity follows from unitarity, and the
unit object is simple corresponds to the von Neuman algebras being factors), but with the
C∗ condition relaxed.
2.4. A toolkit for planar algebras. We now explain three of of the most important
tools for analyzing planar algebras. The Temperley-Lieb planar algebra TL(δ) naturally
maps to any planar algebra with loop value δ. Every planar algebra has the structure of
a module over the category of annular tangles, and we can decompose the planar algebra
into irreducible modules. Finally, every subfactor planar algebra P embeds into a certain
combinatorially defined graph planar algebra G(Γ(P )), which only depends on the principal
graph pair Γ(P ) of P (and, in the infinite depth case, a choice of positive eigenvector for
the adjacency matrix).
2.4.1. Temperley-Lieb diagrams. A planar tangle with no internal discs gives a map of the
form C → Pn,±, which we can interpret (via the image of 1) as giving an element in any
planar algebra.
Many interesting planar algebras have the property that a closed loop counts for a
multiplicative factor which we call δ. (And indeed, if P0,± are 1-dimensional, the closed
loops must be scalar multiples of the empty diagram.) In this case we can restrict ourselves
to connected tangles with no closed loops. These are called Temperley-Lieb tangles (though
they should be called Kauffman diagrams after [Kau87]). If there are 2n boundary points
there are 1n+1
(
2n
n
)
Temperley-Lieb tangles.
The Temperley-Lieb tangles, with a specified loop value of δ, themselves form a planar
algebra TL(δ), and given any planar algebra P with loop value δ there is a canonical map
of planar algebras TL(δ)→ P . Note, however, that this map need not be injective; indeed
below we will see that that for subfactor planar algebras it is injective exactly if δ ≥ 2.
We can now sketch the proof of Theorem 1.2. If the planar algebra is a subfactor one,
the index of the subfactor is δ2 and the sesquilinear form on the linear span TL(δ)n,±
of the Temperley-Lieb tangles has to be positive semi-definite. As we observed above
the sesquilinear form comes from a trace on the *-algebra TLn whose multiplication is
defined above. This algebra is best analysed in terms of the Jones-Wenzl idempotent f (n)
which is the unique (for n > 2) idempotent whose scalar multiples form a two-sided ideal.
By induction the sesquilinear form is positive definite on the ideal complementary to the
Jones-Wenzl idempotent, so to check positive definiteness you need only check that trace of
the Jones-Wenzl idempotent is positive. This was first calculated in [Jon83]. In [Wen87] a
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useful inductive formula was found for the Jones-Wenzl idempotents as linear combinations
of Temperley-Lieb diagrams.
As examples, the first three Jones-Wenzl idempotents are given by:
f (1) = f (2) = − 1
[2]
f (3) = − [2]
[3]
 +
+ 1
[3]
 +

where as usual [n] = q
n−q−n
q−q−1 with δ = q + q
−1.
For index ≥ 4 all the Jones-Wenzl idempotents have positive trace so the sesquilinear
form is positive definite on Temperley-Lieb diagrams when δ ≥ 2. But when δ = 2 cospi/m
it has a kernel, and this kernel is generated (as an ideal in the planar algebra) by none other
than the (m− 1)-th Jones-Wenzl idempotent. When δ < 2 but not equal to 2 cospi/m, the
form is nondegenerate but not positive definite.
The Temperley-Lieb planar algebra plays a key role in knot theory. The Kauffman
bracket can be thought of as a map of planar algebras from the planar algebra of tangles to
Temperley-Lieb:
7→ is − is−1 ,
where δ = s2 +s−2. The value of this map on links recovers the Kauffman bracket of the link
[Kau87]. The Jones-Wenzl idempotents are key to the extension of the Jones polynomial
[Jon85] in S3 to invariants of links in arbitrary 3-manifolds and hence 2 + 1 dimensional
topological quantum field theory (as in [BHMV92, BHMV95] giving a diagrammatic version
of Witten-Reshetikhin-Turaev theory [Wit89, RT91]).
2.4.2. Annular tangles. The Temperley-Lieb planar algebra captures all the information we
can get out of planar tangles with no internal discs. The next most complicated diagrams
are those with one internal disc and these are called annular tangles. Annular tangles form
a category, using the glueing operation of the planar operad. The objects of the category
are N, being half the number of points where strings meet the boundary. Morphisms are the
tangles themselves, up to isotopy. The special interest for us of this annular category is that
by definition it will act on any planar algebra so that a first coarse classification of a planar
algebra will be its structure as a module over the annular category. This action is well
understood by work of Graham and Lehrer [GL98] adapted to the C∗ setting in [Jon01].
It is natural to think of an element R of a planar algebra as being a “weight vector”
whose weight is half the number of strings emanating from a disc containing R. Thus
annular tangles can be thought of as raising and lowering operators according to whether
they increase or decrease the weight of their inputs. With this in mind it is natural to look
in a planar algebra for lowest weight vectors, i.e. ones annihilated by any lowering operator.
The vector space of lowest weight vectors of a given weight is clearly invariant under annular
Temperley-Lieb tangles which preserve weight and these tangles could hardly be simpler,
consisting of powers of the rotation tangle. Decomposing lowest weight vectors according to
this cyclic group action we see that the lowest weight vectors may also be assumed to be
eigenvectors for the rotation.
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Thus we look in planar algebras for elements R having the following three properties:
?
R? ··· = 0, ? R? ·
·
· = 0, and ? R? ·
·
· = ωR
where ω is some root of unity. (Combined, these imply that all caps are zero.)
Each such R generates an irreducible annular submodule of the planar algebra linearly
spanned by the “annular consequences” of R which are diagrams where you add (possibly
nested) cups around the outside of the generator, as in:
?
?
· · ·
R .
It is easy to see that, if R1 and R2 are orthogonal lowest weight vectors then the
entire annular submodules built on R1 and R2 are orthogonal so we get a nice orthogonal
decomposition of a planar algebra as a direct sum of annular submodules, unique up to a
choice of basis of rotational eigenvectors in the lowest weight spaces.
In fact, we have a complete classification of the possible irreducible representations along
these lines.
Theorem 2.12. [GL98, Jon01] Suppose δ > 2. The irreducible unitary representations
of annular Temperley-Lieb up to unitary equivalence split into two classes depending on
whether the lowest weight n is 0 or at least 1. When n ≥ 1, the irreps are characterized by
ω, a unit complex number with ωn = 1, giving the eigenvalue of the rotation operator on the
one-dimensional lowest weight space.
For n = 0 there is also a characterization of the irreps, but it is slightly more complicated.
For a subfactor planar algebra, there’s exactly one n = 0 annular subrepresentation, which
is the Temperley-Lieb subalgebra. This is the only n = 0 irrep which we’ll ever meet.
This analysis would be of limited use if the various annular consequences of a lowest
weight vector had complicated linear relations among themselves. Fortunately in index > 4
the annular consequences are all linearly independent as was proved in [Jon01, GL98]. Thus
there is an easy combinatorial argument showing that in an irrep generated by a weight
n > 0 lowest weight vector the dimension of the n+ k-box space is
(
2n+2k
k
)
. (Orient each
cup so the lowest weight vector appears to its right; now we need to choose k out of the
2n+ 2k boundary points to be the beginnings of cups.)
This annular decomposition of a planar algebra reveals a totally different structure from
what one would obtain by thinking in terms of algebras, hom-spaces and the like. The
dimensions of the lowest weight spaces and the multiplicities of the rotational eigenvectors
are invariants of a planar algebra largely invisible in that picture. In fact the dimensions of
the lowest weight spaces can be determined directly from the principal graph, using the
formulas above for the dimensions of the irreps. First, dimPn,± = ωn, the number of loops
of length 2n on the principal graph Γ (both principal graphs give the same counts) based at
the starred vertex. Then an, the multiplicity of annular modules with lowest weight n, is
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given by
an =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r−n 2n
n+ r
(
n+ r
n− r
)
ωr.
We call this sequence of dimensions the “annular multiplicities” of the planar algebra.
The planar algebras of subfactors of small index are often planarly generated by a single
(lowest) lowest weight vector that is thus a rotational eigenvalue. This has been a cornerstone
of our analysis, and the interaction between the annular picture and the algebra one has
been rich in consequence. It is worth noting that rotation also plays a key role in the
study of higher Frobenius-Schur indicators of pivotal categories (which are traces of rotation
operators) in the work of Ng and Schauenberg [KSZ06, NS07b, NS07a].
Next in complexity after the annular tangles are the quadratic tangles, with two input
discs. These do not form a category, and it is much harder to extract useful information
from them. Nevertheless there is a particularly important quadratic tangle S ◦ T which
connects two n-boxes by n− 1 strings, producing an n+ 1-box:
S ◦ T =
S?
T?
.
Moreover it is possible, through a careful analysis of the dual basis for annular conse-
quences, to compute explicit formulas for the projection of S ◦ T to the span of annular
consequences of n-boxes. In some cases, by dimension counting arguments based on annular
multiplicities, it is possible to show that S ◦ T must actually lie in annular consequences of
n-boxes, in which case these formulas produce extremely strong constraints on the planar
algebra. Further, one can compute the inner products between S◦T and some of its rotations
which tightens the constraints and allows larger annular multiplicities to be considered. This
approach has been developed in [Jon03] and [MP12a] and plays a key role in several of the
constructions of small index subfactors.
2.4.3. Graph planar algebras. In this section we describe a plethora of planar algebras
introduced in [Jon00] which are constructed from graphs and are close relatives of the
path algebras from [Ocn88, EK98]. These are not subfactor planar algebras, because the
dimension of P0 is the number of vertices of the graph instead of 1, but nonetheless they
are very useful because any planar subalgebra with a 1-dimensional 0-box space will be
a subfactor planar algebra. Furthermore, graph planar algebras give a way to describe
connections, biunitarity, and flatness in planar algebraic language.
Given a bipartite graph Γ with marked point ? (e.g. one of the two principal graphs of a
subfactor), we can define the ‘graph planar algebra’ G(Γ). The spaces G(Γ)n,± are given by
functionals on based loops of length 2n, with the base point either at an even depth or odd
depth vertex depending on whether the sign ± is + or −.
Alternatively, given a 4-partite graph (Γ, Γ′) as described in §2.3.1, we can construct
another ‘two-sided’ graph planar algebra G(Γ,Γ′). This is a more general type of planar
algebra, with four shadings instead of two, and with spaces indexed by loops on a square.
The space G(Γ,Γ′)κ is the vector space of functionals on based loops on the 4-partite graph
that descend to the specified loop κ. The graph planar algebra G(Γ) described in the first
paragraph above can be recovered as a subalgebra by only considering loops on the square
that remain on a single edge.
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We won’t describe the action of planar tangles in detail here, but only say that it depends
on the Frobenius-Perron eigenvector of the graph. Details can be found in, e.g., [Jon00] and
[MP12b, §1].
Theorem 2.13 ([JP11, MW]). There is a canonical embedding P → G(Γ(P)) for any
subfactor planar algebra P.
We can interpret a connection as an element K ∈ G(Γ,Γ′). The condition that a
connection is biunitary becomes the two planar equations
K
K∗
= and K K∗ = .
Any biunitary connection has a corresponding shaded planar algebra of flat elements. An
element x ∈ G(Γ) is flat if there is a corresponding y ∈ G(Γ′) such that
K
K∗
x
=
K
K∗
y
.
The 0-box space of the flat subalgebra consists of those elements on which the double
ring operator acts by δ2. Since the Frobenius-Perron eigenvalue of the graph is always
multiplicity free, we see the 0-box space is 1-dimensional, and hence the flat subalgebra is
always evaluable.
One says that the biunitary connection itself is flat exactly if the principal graph pair of the
flat subalgebra is the same as the graph pair (Γ,Γ′) that we started with [Ocn88, Kaw95b].
3. Classification in index ≤ 4
3.1. Subfactors of index less than 4. The principal graph of a subfactor of index less
than 4 is a graph of index less than 2. It is well known that the only bipartite graphs of
norms less than 2 are the ADE Dynkin diagrams. Furthermore, it is not difficult to see
by dimension considerations that the starred vertex must be the vertex furthest from any
branch vertices (otherwise one of the bimodules would have dimension less than 1). Thus
in order to classify subfactor planar algebras of index strictly less than 4 we only need
to classify all subfactor planar algebras whose principal graph is a fixed Dynkin diagram.
Since these graphs are all finite, this also gives a complete classification of subfactors of the
hyperfinite II1 via Popa’s reconstruction theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The number of subfactor planar algebras realizing each of the ADE Dynkin
diagrams is given by the following table:
Principal graph An D2n+1 D2n E6 E7 E8
Realizations 1 0 1 2 0 2
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Proof. See [Ocn88] for an outline, and [GdlHJ89, BN91, Izu91, Izu94, Kaw95b] for more
details. 
Thus, below index 4, there are two infinite families of subfactors, An and D2n, and four
sporadic examples. For all of these subfactors, both principal graphs are the same, and all
even bimodules are self-dual except for the two vertices at the end of D4n which are dual to
each other. The two versions of the sporadic cases, E6 and E8, are complex conjugate to
each other (depending on a choice of a third or a fifth root of unity).
It is a curious feature of the classification that there are no Dm subfactors with m odd,
nor any E7 subfactor. It is easy to see that some of the Dm cannot exist; the two vertices at
the end of D2k+1 have dimensions which are not algebraic integers (dimensions of bimodules
in finite depth subfactors must be algebraic integers because they are eigenvalues of integer
fusion matrices). In the general case, Izumi showed [Izu91] that there are no consistent
fusion rules for any of the Dm with m odd, or for E7. (We can easily rule out E7, by
noting that there would need to be a bimodule with dimension less 2 but not of the form
2 cos(pi/n).)
The An are the easiest planar algebras to understand; they’re just the image of Temperley-
Lieb (the kernel of the map consists essentially of the n-th Jones-Wenzl idempotent). The
D2n can be quickly constructed from Temperley-Lieb using an orbifold construction [Kaw95b].
Namely there is a non-trivial bimodule of dimension 1, and you can take a “quotient” which
identifies this bimodule with the trivial. The exceptional cases are more difficult to describe;
the first constructions were in [BN91] for E6 and [Izu94] for E8. Another construction is
via conformal inclusions: E6 can be built starting from SU(2)10 ⊂ Spin(5) and E8 comes
from SU(2)28 ⊂ G2 [Xu98].
The planar algebras for the ADE subfactors are constructed in [Jon01]. A purely
generators-and-relations description for the D2n planar algebras is given in [MPS10], and
Bigelow [Big10] gave generators and relations for E6 and E8, and gave explicit bases for all
box spaces for all subfactors of index less than 4.
3.2. Subfactors of index exactly 4. The classification of subfactor planar algebras with
index exactly 4 is outlined in [Pop94, p. 231], with parts of the proof in [GdlHJ89, IK93,
Kaw95b, Hon95, Pop89]. On the one hand, this classification is simpler because all the
examples are related to ordinary groups. On the other hand, it is more technically delicate
because there are infinite graphs with norm 2.
At index exactly 4, the possible principal graphs are all affine simply-laced Dynkin
diagrams. Furthermore, it is not difficult to work out for each graph the possible location
for the vertex ?, up to symmetry (see Figure 2). So we need only determine how many
realizations there are for each of these starred affine Dynkin diagram. Note that the A
(1)
2n
are not bipartite and so cannot come from subfactors.
Theorem 3.2. The number of subfactor planar algebras realizing each of the starred affine
Dynkin diagrams is given by the following table:
Principal graph A
(1)
2n A
(1)
2n−1 D
(1)
n E
(1)
6 E
(1)
7 E
(1)
8 A∞ D∞
Realizations 0 n n− 2 1 1 1 1 1
Here A∞ just comes from Temperley-Lieb. In fact, at this value of the parameter, it can
be thought of as coming from the compact group SU(2). That is to say, the elements of
Temperley-Lieb can be interpreted as maps between tensor powers of the 2-dimensional
representation, with the cap being the determinant map. Any subgroup of SU(2) containing
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A
(1)
2n−1 =
? · · ·
· · ·
2n vertices
D(1)n =
?
· · ·
n+ 1 vertices
E
(1)
6 =
? E
(1)
7
? E
(1)
8 =
?
A∞ = ? · · · A(1)∞ = ? · · ·· · ·
D∞ =
?
· · ·
Figure 2. The affine Dynkin diagrams together with the only possible
location for ? up to symmetry.
the center also gives a subfactor, and the principal graph corresponding to this subgroup is the
graph for tensoring with the 2-dimensional representation as in the McKay correspondence
[McK80]. The grading into odd and even parts is given by the central character. This
construction can be modified slightly, by twisting the even part by an element of the third
group cohomology satisfying certain conditions.
In fact, all subfactors of index 4 come from such a subgroup G ⊂ SU(2) together with
a cohomological twist. In particular, the A
(1)
2n−1 come from the binary cyclic groups, the
D
(1)
n come from the binary dihedral groups, the exceptional E’s come from the binary
tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral groups, A∞ comes from SU(2) itself, A
(1)
∞ comes
from the infinite binary cyclic group, and D∞ comes from the infinite binary dihedral
group. The n different subfactor planar algebras with principal graph A
(1)
2n−1 are classified
by H3(Z/nZ,C×) and the n− 2 examples with principal graph D(1)n are classified by certain
elements of H3(D2(n−2),C×). The dual data is given by taking the dual of the corresponding
representation of a subgroup of SU(2).
There are some interesting phenomena at index 4 which did not occur at smaller indices.
Note that A
(1)
n and A
(1)
∞ are reducible, because the starred vertex has two neighbors (so NMM
has two irreducible summands). Further note that there are several infinite depth examples.
Fortunately these infinite depth examples satisfy a property called “strong amenability”,
and Popa showed that in the strongly amenable case the standard invariant still determines
the subfactor of the hyperfinite. Finally, note that 4 = 2 · 2 is a product of allowed indices.
This means we can create new subfactors by combining smaller ones. The universal such
combination is called the Fuss-Catalan subfactor [BJ97], and in this case gives D∞. In some
sense the D
(1)
n also come from combining index 2 subfactors.
4. Index from 4 to 5
Over the last decade, the classification of small index subfactors has gradually been pushed
up to index 5. In this section, we begin in §4.1 with the statement of the classification
theorem. After that, we briefly discuss in §4.2 the actual examples occurring in this range,
along with the historical development of the classification. In §5 we explain the major
techniques involved in proving the theorem.
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4.1. Statement of the theorem. The following theorem represents the culmination of
work of many authors. It is proved in the papers [MS12b, MPPS12, IJMS12, PT12],
which in turn rely on constructions given in [AH99, BMPS12, GdlHJ89, Izu01], and a
uniqueness result from [Han10]. The combinatorial enumeration of possible principal
graphs in [MS12b] builds on the earlier work of [Haa94]. The classification relies on the
powerful number theoretic obstructions proved in [CMS11] which generalize earlier work
of [AY09]. This theorem supersedes an earlier classification below index 3 +
√
3 from
[Haa94, Bis98, AH99, AY09, BMPS12] which we discuss in more detail in §5.
Theorem 4.1. If an extremal subfactor has index between 4 and 5 its standard invariant is
Temperley-Lieb (with principal graph A∞) or it is one of the following ten planar algebras.
• The Haagerup planar algebra [AH99], with index 5+
√
13
2 and principal bigraph pair( )
and its dual.
• The extended Haagerup planar algebra [BMPS12], with index 83+23 Re 3
√
13
2
(−5− 3i√3)
and principal bigraph pair(
,
)
and its dual.
• The Asaeda-Haagerup planar algebra [AH99], with index 5+
√
17
2 and principal bigraph
pair(
,
)
and its dual.
• The 3311 Goodman-de la Harpe-Jones planar algebra [GdlHJ89], with index 3 +√3
and principal bigraph pair(
,
)
and its dual (since it is not self-dual despite having the same principal and dual
principal graphs [Kaw95a]).
• Izumi’s self-dual 2221 planar algebra [Izu01] and its complex conjugate, with index
5+
√
21
2 and principal bigraph pair(
,
)
.
Except for A∞ all of these graphs are finite, so by Popa’s reconstruction theorem this
gives a classification of non-A∞ subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 factor of index less than
5. On the other hand, A∞ is not amenable, and no classification of A∞ subfactors of the
hyperfinite II1 factor with index less than 5 is known (see §4.2.6).
Furthermore, it is not too difficult to see that all non-extremal subfactor planar algebras
of index between 4 and 5 are perturbations [Bur03, DGG10, DG10] of the A
(1)
∞ planar
algebra at index 4. There is exactly one such perturbation for each index value above 4.
Since the index 4 subfactor with principal graph A
(1)
∞ is strongly amenable, these perturbed
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planar algebras can be realized uniquely as subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 [Pop94]. These
subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 are exactly the reducible subfactors of index greater than 4
constructed in [Jon83].
4.2. Examples.
4.2.1. The Haagerup subfactor. By the mid ’90’s the classification of index ≤ 4 subfactors
was complete, and it was also known that there are no principal graphs whose norm is
between 2 and 2.00659 (the graph norm of E10). At the time the smallest known finite index
subfactor above 4 was the GHJ subfactor with index 3 +
√
3. Then in a tour de force in the
mid ’90’s Haagerup showed [Haa94] that in fact there are no finite depth subfactors between
4 and 5+
√
13
2 and announced an example with that index. The details of this construction
appeared in joint work with Asaeda [AH99]. Their construction uses connections, and the
main technique is to exploit the existence of nontrivial invertible objects. It is easy to
determine the connection attached to the generating object and to the invertible objects,
and then a difficult calculation of a certain intertwiner shows that together these generate a
finite tensor category.
There is a feeling that the first three subfactors in this classification are “exotic” (not
strongly related to previously well understood subfactors) or “sporadic” (not belonging to
any family). See [HRW08, MS12a] for some evidence in this direction, and see [EG11] for
some interesting suggestions concerning how the Haagerup subfactor may not be sporadic
after all. In particular, the evidence increasingly suggests that the Haagerup subfactor does
lie in an infinite (discrete) family of subfactors as explained below.
In either case it is highly desirable to have alternative constructions of these subfactors.
Izumi [Izu00, Izu01] developed a method based on endomorphisms and the Cuntz algebras,
which allowed a second construction of the Haagerup subfactor. We will discuss Izumi’s
powerful techniques in more detail when we look at the 2221 subfactor below. Using this
description, Izumi also computed the Drinfel’d center [Maj91, JS91c] of the Haagerup
fusion categories, and he constructed a subfactor with principal graph that looks rather like
Haagerup’s, but with the 3-fold symmetry replaced by a 5-fold symmetry:(
,
)
A very interesting question is finding out when there are Izumi subfactors with any given
finite abelian symmetry group. Izumi gives explicit equations whose solutions each yield
such a subfactor, but solving these equations remains difficult. Evans and Gannon [EG11]
constructed an Izumi subfactor with symmetry group Z/7, two subfactors with symmetry
group Z/9, and showed that there was none with symmetry group Z/3× Z/3. Izumi has
also constructed such subfactors with symmetry group Z/2× Z/2 and Z/4.
Peters [Pet10] gave a third construction of the Haagerup subfactor which used planar
algebra techniques to give another construction via “generators and relations”. These
techniques were modified to give a construction of the extended Haagerup subfactor, so we
will discuss Peters’s techniques in more detail in a later section.
The Haagerup subfactor has a rich structure which is only beginning to be fully understood.
For example, the Haagerup subfactor provides a negative answer to the number theoretic
question of Etingof-Nikshych-Ostrik [ENO05, §2], asking whether every fusion category can
be defined over a cyclotomic field, see [MS12a]. Izumi and Grossman showed that there
is an interesting quadrilateral of intermediate subfactors related to Haagerup [GI08] (see
[GS12b] for a “trivial” construction of this quadrilateral). That is to say, there are two
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intermediate subfactors N ⊂ P ⊂ M and N ⊂ Q ⊂ M such that the inclusions N ⊂ P
and N ⊂ Q give the Haagerup subfactor. Grossman and Snyder [GS12b] showed that
there is an additional fusion category Morita equivalent to the Haagerup fusion categories,
and classified all subfactors coming from the Haagerup subfactor (several of which were
previously unknown).
Subfactors coming from groups and quantum groups have a richer structure: they come
from conformal field theories. It would be very interesting to know whether the Haagerup
subfactor also has this additional structure. Evans and Gannon have given some evidence
that there is a Haagerup conformal field theory and given some suggestions towards a
construction [EG11].
4.2.2. The Asaeda-Haagerup subfactor. The second subfactor on this list to be constructed
was the Asaeda-Haagerup subfactor of index 5+
√
17
2 . This was constructed by Asaeda and
Haagerup using a similar technique to their construction of the Haagerup subfactor, but
with a more involved calculation. This technique works again because there is a nontrivial
invertible object. The Asaeda-Haagerup subfactor is generally poorly understood. It cannot
be constructed directly using Izumi’s techniques, since there are too few invertible objects.
We do not yet have a planar algebraic description of Asaeda-Haagerup, and the Drinfel’d
center of the Asaeda-Haagerup subfactor is unknown.
On the other hand, like the Haagerup subfactor, the Asaeda-Haagerup subfactor lies
in an interesting quadrilateral of intermediate subfactors [AG11]. This was conjectured
by Grossman and Izumi [GI08], and constructed by Asaeda and Grossman [AG11]. The
other subfactor appearing in this quadrilateral has index 7+
√
17
2 and it lies in yet another
quadrilateral with another subfactor of index 9+
√
17
2 . This suggests that the Asaeda-Haagerup
subfactor has a very rich structure. Subsequently Grossman and Snyder [GS12a] showed that
the Brauer-Picard group of Asaeda-Haagerup is Z/2× Z/2, unlike the Haagerup case where
the Brauer-Picard group is trivial. This same calculation produced over a hundred new
subfactors whose even parts are Morita equivalent to the even parts of the Asaeda-Haagerup
subfactor.
4.2.3. The extended Haagerup subfactor. In 2009 Bigelow, Morrison, Peters, and Snyder
[BMPS12] gave a construction of a long suspected [Ike98] missing case: the extended
Haagerup subfactor. This construction roughly follows the outline of Peters’s construction of
the Haagerup subfactor [Pet10], but with the addition of a key new idea. Both constructions
are based on foundational work from [Jon03]. We will quickly sketch this construction. The
basic idea is to exhibit this planar algebra as the planar subalgebra of the graph planar
algebra of its principal graph generated by a specific element satisfying certain concrete
relations. On the one hand, since it is a planar subalgebra of the graph planar algebra it
is automatically unitary and non-trivial, while on the other hand using the generator and
relations it is possible to prove that the 0-box space is 1-dimensional. The latter argument
requires an evaluation algorithm (simplifying diagrams into a canonical form) called the
jellyfish algorithm.
Given a pair of candidate principal graphs, it is often possible to identify certain relations
that must hold for certain elements of the corresponding planar algebra. In particular,
following [Jon03], if the principal graphs are n-supertransitive, and then have triple points,
there must be a lowest weight rotational eigenvector in the Pn+1,+ space which satisfies
(1) S2 = (1− r)S + rf (n).
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Here r is the ratio (greater than 1) of the two dimensions immediately past the branch
point and f (n) is the n-strand Jones-Wenzl idempotent. This is an easy calculation; the
idempotents past the branch point must be linear combinations of f (n+1) and S, with known
traces, summing to f (n+1). As we know that the planar algebra embeds in the graph planar
algebra of the principal graph, we can then attempt to solve such equations in the graph
planar algebra. (Often this is extremely difficult, requiring a combination of exact techniques
and numerical methods. Since the solutions are often discrete, high precision numerical
solutions can be approximated by algebraic numbers and then checked exactly.)
After finding such an element, one wants to show that the subalgebra of the graph planar
algebra it generates is in fact a subfactor planar algebra. The subalgebra inherits positivity
from the graph planar algebra, and the principal challenge is to show that the 0-box space
of the subalgebra is one dimensional. Equivalently, we need to find some relations amongst
certain planar combinations of the generator, such that these relations suffice to evaluate
any closed diagram built out of copies of the generator as a scalar multiple of the empty
diagram. Up to this point, the argument has very closely followed that developed by Peters
in her thesis [Pet10] on the Haagerup subfactor planar algebra. However the technique used
to evaluate closed diagrams there cannot be applied in the extended Haagerup case.
The main new technique introduced in [BMPS12] is called the jellyfish algorithm. Typically,
algorithms to simplify planar diagrams use some notion of the complexity of the diagram,
and show that it is always possible to use some relation locally in the diagram to reduce
the complexity. As an example, the relation for the Kauffman bracket in §2.4.1 allows one
to evaluate the Kauffman bracket of a link simply by monotically reducing the number of
crossings. Kuperberg’s analysis [Kup96] of the planar generators and relations for rank 2
Lie algebras similarly makes use of the fact that any closed planar trivalent graph has a
face smaller than a hexagon, and he has relations that allow removing these in a way that
reduces the total number of vertices. The jellyfish algorithm is somewhat unusual in that its
complexity function is nonlocal—it simplifies diagrams by reducing the distance from each
generator to the outside of the diagram. (The name intends to evoke jellyfish floating to the
surface of the ocean.) The ideas behind the jellyfish algorithm grew out of work on skein
theories for the D2n and En planar algebras below index 4 [MPS10, Big10]. These ideas
have been further developed in [BP12], where it is noted that there is a deep connection
between the jellyfish algorithm and a much older argument of Popa’s [Pop95a].
In the extended Haagerup planar algebra, one finds the relations appearing in Figure 3,
where a box labelled f (k) denotes the k-strand Jones-Wenzl idempotent (c.f. §2.4.1).
Expanding out the Jones-Wenzl idempotents as a sum of individual diagrams, and moving
all the non-identity terms to the right hand side, one sees that the first relation allows
moving a generator ‘through a single string’. We can only move from the shaded side of
the string to the unshaded side, and when we move through there may be more than one
copy of the generator. Nevertheless, if the initial generator was at depth 2k + 1 from the
surface, each of the new generators is at depth 2k. The second relation allows moving a
generator past a pair of strings (beginning and ending in unshaded regions), again at the
expense of increasing the number of generators in the diagram. One can think of these
relations as poor substitutes for an actual braiding, which would allow pulling generators to
the outside while preserving the number of generators. Applying these moves many times,
we eventually reach a linear combination of diagrams where all generators are adjacent to
the outside region. See Figure 4 for a schematic representation of this process.
Once all the generators are in the outside region, it is easy to show that two must be
connected by at least n strings, and then Equation (1) allows us to replace that pair with a
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Figure 3. The ‘box’ jellyfish relations for the extended Haagerup planar
algebra, from [BMPS12]. (Here n = 8 corresponds to the extended Haagerup
subfactor, but everything here applies equally to the Haagerup factor if we
use n = 4.)
  
  
Figure 4. The initial steps of the jellyfish algorithm. The dotted ovals
represent linear combinations of Temperley-Lieb diagrams. This is only a
schematic illustration—to be precise, the result should be a linear combination
of diagrams with various (sometimes large) numbers of copies of S.
linear combination of diagrams with fewer generators, in such a way that the entire diagram
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is still in the prescribed form. Eventually we reach a diagram with no generators, which is
just a collection of planar embedded circles, and evaluate this to a number.
Given that the relations described here have a parameter n which can be specialized to
give either the Haagerup or the extended Haagerup planar algebra, it seems interesting to
understand what happens at other values of n. At present, we know only a number theoretic
argument for why there are no other planar algebras in this family (higher values of n give
principal graphs with non-cyclotomic index, see §5.3). Presumably one can show that the
relations are inconsistent (that is, the jellyfish algorithm can be applied in two different
ways to some closed diagram, giving different answers) and so attempting to specify the
planar algebra by generators and relations collapses to the zero algebra. At this point, the
only proof of consistency of evaluation for n = 4 and n = 8 that we know is the existence of
an explicit element in the appropriate graph planar algebra satisfying the relations.
4.2.4. The Goodman-de la Harpe-Jones 3311 subfactor. A 3311 subfactor was first con-
structed by Goodman, de la Harpe, and Jones in [GdlHJ89]. Okamoto identified the
principal graphs in [Oka91]. Although the principal and dual principal graphs are the same,
Kawahigashi proved that this subfactor is not self-dual [Kaw95a]. He did this by showing
that the GHJ subfactor and its dual yield different fusion rules on Bisch’s list of possible
3311 fusion rules [Bis94c]. A 3311 subfactor was independently constructed via a formal
embedding in [Xu98], and identified as being the same as the GHJ subfactor in [BEK00,
Proposition A.3].
There is a nice description of the GHJ construction from the module category perspective
described in §2.3.3. It turns out that for the subfactors of index less than 4 the shading
doesn’t matter, so there are ADE tensor categories as well as ADE subfactors. The E6
fusion category can be thought of as module category over A11. Choosing X to be the
trivial simple object in E6, its internal endomorphisms Hom(X,X) gives an algebra object
in E6 and the corresponding subfactor is the 3311 subfactor. From this perspective it is not
difficult to see that the subfactor is not self-dual, as one of the even parts has the even part
of E6 as a subcategory while the other has the even part of E6 as a quotient [IJMS12, §5.1].
Proving that there is a unique (up to taking duals) subfactor with principal graph 3311
is somewhat difficult, as there is a 1-parameter family of biunitary connections only two of
which are flat. In unpublished work Rehren proved uniqueness directly by showing all but
those two connections failed to be flat. We gave a different argument in [IJMS12] which
requires less calculation to recover the same result. We showed there that in a certain gauge
choice, the eigenvalues for rotation can be read off from the connection. This is a powerful
condition necessary for flatness and computationally easy to check. Using this condition,
it is easy to see that at most two points in the one-paramater family of connections can
possibly be flat. These two points yield the GHJ subfactor and its dual.
4.2.5. The Izumi-Xu 2221 subfactor. A 2221 subfactor was first constructed by Izumi in
[Izu01], using Cuntz algebras and type III factors. Furthermore, in [Izu01] he proposed a
method to construct a family of subfactors, whose even part fusion ring is a ‘near-group’, with
simple objects G∪{X} for some finite group G, with fusion rules gX = X, X2 = n′X+∑g g.
The first few cases, G = Z/Z,Z/2Z and Z/3Z with n′ = |G| correspond to the A4, E6 and
2221 subfactors. Evans and Gannon in [EG12] constructed many more such subfactors, and
they and Izumi independently have proved that n′ = n− 1 or n|n′, where n is the size of G.
The basic idea behind Izumi’s approach is to realize the standard invariant as a collection
of endomorphisms and isometries between these endomorphisms. That is to say, look at the
tensor category whose objects are endomorphisms of a fixed algebra A and where a map
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from α to β is an isometry u satisfying uα(x) = β(x)u. This point of view is natural from
the perspective of type III factors because any bimodule over a type III factor M can be
realized as coming from an endomorphism of M , and in this setting this tensor category is
called the tensor category of sectors. What Izumi noticed was that instead of looking at
the whole factor M , you can instead look at a smaller subalgebra so long as it contains all
the relevant isometries. In particular, you can try to realize your standard invariant via
endomorphisms of the Cuntz algebra, which is an algebra generated by certain isometries
satisfying some simple relations. This technique has proven quite powerful, especially for
constructing subfactors where the even part has a relatively large group of invertible objects
and where there’s a single orbit of non-invertible objects.
Independently, Xu found an alternative construction via a conformal inclusion. Xu never
published his construction, but essentially the same argument was given independently in
a different language by Coquereaux–Rais–Tahri [CRT10]. We will give a brief sketch of
this argument in subfactor language. There is a conformal inclusion of affine Lie algebras
(gˆG2)3 ⊂ (gˆE6)1 (see e.g. [DFMS97]). Let A denote the corresponding algebra object in the
category of (gG2)3 modules (the underlying object is the trivial plus the object of highest
weight (1, 1)). The subfactor built out of the 1 − 1, 1 − A, A − 1, and A − A bimodule
objects in (gG2)3 has index
7+
√
21
2 and principal graphs (“Haagerup with legs”)(
,
)
.
Take the reduced subfactor construction with respect to one of the univalent vertices at
depth 4 on the second graph, and obtain a subfactor with index 12(15 + 3
√
21), having 2
invertible objects at depth 2. These ensure that there is an intermediate subfactor of index
3, and hence the other intermediate subfactor has index 12(5 +
√
21). One can identify the
principal graph of this intermediate subfactor as 2221. It is not immediately obvious that
the subfactor constructed in this way is the same as Izumi’s.
Later Ostrik [CMS11, Appendix] modified Xu’s construction to show that there is actually
a Z/2Z-graded fusion category with principal graph 2221; this immediately gives a self-dual
2221 subfactor. In addition to Xu’s construction, this argument uses the characterization
of fusion categories Morita equivalent to group extensions of a given fusion category, from
[ENO11]. As shown in [CMS11, Theorem 1.0.1], the 2221 fusion category yields the smallest
dimension above 2 of any object in a fusion category.
Finally, Han showed that all these constructions give the same subfactor, and indeed
that there is a unique subfactor with principal graph 2221, in his Ph.D. thesis [Han10]. He
achieved this by identifying the only possible embedding of a 2221 planar algebra in the
2221 graph planar algebra. His approach introduced an interesting new tool for studying
embeddings in graph planar algebras. If S ∈ Pn,±, then the image of S in the graph planar
algebra must have all its moments multiples of the empty diagram (simply because moments
are a planar operation). However, in the graph planar algebra the zero box space has the
same dimension as the number of even (or odd, for the shaded zero box space) vertices. The
empty diagram is the uniform linear combination of the zero length loops at each vertex.
Han thus set out to find all lowest weight 3-boxes S in the graph planar algebra, which are
rotational eigenvectors, such that tr(Sn) is constant on the vertices. He found a unique
such 3-box, thus uniquely determining the image of P in the graph planar algebra.
4.2.6. Temperley-Lieb subfactors. To say that the principal graph of a subfactor is A∞ is the
same thing as saying its standard invariant is Temperley-Lieb. But this standard invariant
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is non-amenable (since the norm of A∞ is 4, but the index is larger than 4) so we cannot
apply Popa’s results to realize this standard invariant with a hyperfinite subfactor. (But
recall that Popa showed that such subfactors do occur in non-hyperfinite factors [Pop93].)
Indeed, very little is known about A∞ subfactors of the hyperfinite II1; at this stage only a
handful of examples.
There is one key technique of Ocneanu’s which does allow construction of Temperley-Lieb
subfactors with certain indices. Given any biunitary connection on a pair of bipartite graphs
and a positive eigenvector for the adjacency matrices, you can still construct a subfactor
called the “flat part” [Ocn88, Ocn01, EK98]. This subfactor will not necessarily have the
graphs you started with as principal graphs, but if the graphs are finite it will have index the
square of the graph norm. Unless this index corresponds to one of the above five examples,
the subfactor constructed this way must be a Temperley-Lieb subfactor. This should give a
large supply of A∞ subfactors though because of the poverty of their standard invariants
they have been little studied.
The smallest possible graph norm above 4 comes from the graph E10 with index 4.02642 . . .,
and it is known (by unpublished work of Haagerup, Ocneanu, and Schou [Sch90]) that this
graph has a (non-flat) connection and thus that there is a subfactor of the hyperfinite II1
with this index. This is the smallest known index above 4 for an irreducible subfactor of the
hyperfinite II1 factor.
Finite depth subfactors always have indices which are algebraic integers, and it is natural
to wonder whether all subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 have this property. Bisch [Bis94a]
gave a negative answer to this question by constructing a subfactor of the hyperfinite II1
(coming from a non-flat connection on an infinite graph) whose index is 9/2.
It would be of great interest to have stronger results about the classification of small
index Temperley-Lieb subfactors. Any such results would have a very different flavor from
the classification techniques used in the rest of the paper. Our techniques are algebraic
and look only at the structure of the standard invariant, while classifying Temperley-Lieb
subfactors is an analytic question concerning the detailed structure of the hyperfinite II1
factor.
There is one question one might ask on which progress should be possible. The norms
of graphs are a dense subset of the reals in the interval [
√
2 +
√
5,∞) [She89]. From our
experience it is relatively easy to construct connections on pairs of graphs so one may ask
the question:
Question 4.2. Is the set of indices of irreducible subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 factors
dense in any interval in R?
A probably much more difficult question is the following:
Question 4.3. Is the set of indices of Temperley-Lieb subfactors of the hyperfinite II1
factors dense in any interval in R?
There are no published arguments ruling out any specific number above 4 as an index
value of a irreducible hyperfinite subfactor, though Popa announced in 1990 [Pop91] that
there are no such indices between 4 and 4.02642 (the norm of E10, the largest root of
x5 − 9x4 + 27x3 − 31x2 + 12x− 1).
At this stage we do not know of any irreducible hyperfinite subfactor whose index is
transcendental.
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5. Proving classification results
The general approach to proving classification results is to start with some combinatorial
constraints of principal graphs, describe all graphs satisfying those constraints below the
given index, and then for each graph either eliminate it as a possible principal graph using
some stronger constraints or construct and classify subfactors with the given principal graph.
For example, the ADE classification of subfactors of index less than 4 follows this technique.
Since the graph norm is smaller than 2 the full list of candidates are the ADE Dynkin
diagrams. One then eliminates the Dodd and E7 graphs by showing they fail some test (for
example as in 3), and then explicitly constructs the other subfactors, at the same time
proving that they’re unique (up to complex conjugation). Since we have already discussed
constructions in the previous section, in this section we will only discuss how to enumerate
and eliminate candidate graphs.
Another example of this general outline is the classification of subfactors of index less
than 3 +
√
3 which was initiated by Haagerup [Haa94]. Using Ocneanu’s “triple point
obstruction” (c.f. §5.1.3 below), Haagerup was able to limit the combinatorial possibilities
for the principal graph near the first branch point. This gives the following classification of
graph pairs which satisfy an associativity condition (c.f. §5.1.2 below), pass the triple point
test, and have index less than 3 +
√
3:(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)
Haagerup’s actual statement is different in minor details: he doesn’t explicitly show the
dual data, but says that the supertransitivities of the first and third families must be 3 mod
4, and that the supertransitivity of the second family must be 5 mod 6. In fact, his paper
only gave the detailed proof of the corresponding statement up to index 3 +
√
2, below which
only the first graph in the first family above appears. Our results confirmed his stronger
claim, of course.
Subsequently, each of these families was cut down to finitely many cases. Haagerup
immediately eliminated all but the Asaeda-Haagerup graph from the second family, using
an unpublished technique (see [MPPS12] for a reconstruction). Bisch [Bis98] eliminated the
third series entirely by showing that there was no consistent rules for fusion with the last
vertex on the first graph. (Here’s a terse reduction of his argument: Let Y be the last vertex,
and X the generator. Working mod 2, of course dim Hom(2Y ⊗Y, Y ) ≡ 0 (mod 2). But 2Y
can be written as a polynomial in X, with constant term 1, and dim Hom(Xk ⊗ Y, Y ) ≡ 0
(mod 2) for k > 1, by the symmetry of the graph.) Haagerup had already shown that the
supertransitivity in the first family must be 3 (mod 4), and Asaeda-Yasuda [AY09] then
eliminated everything except Haagerup (with supertransitivity 3) and extended Haagerup
(with supertransitivity 7) using a number theoretic argument which we will discuss further
in §5.3 below.
Our classification follows a similar outline. Via combinatorial arguments we restrict
possible principal graphs to certain infinite families. These families come in two classes,
called weeds and vines, described below. In Haagerup’s classification, only vines appeared.
These families must then be cut down to finitely many cases. This requires a specialized
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argument for each weed, but we introduce a general approach for any vine, subsuming the
individual arguments described above for the three vines in Haagerup’s classification.
5.1. Enumerating potential principal graphs. In order to talk about classification
theorems along the lines of Haagerup’s theorem above, we introduce the following terminology.
We say in [MS12b] that a classification statement (Γ0,Λ,V,W) is the theorem:
Every subfactor whose principal bigraph pair is a translated extension of a
fixed bigraph pair Γ0 (and not A∞), and which has index strictly between 4
and Λ ∈ R has principal bigraph pair which is either
(1) a translate (but not an extension!) of one of a certain set of bigraph
pairs V, called “vines”, or
(2) a translate of an extension of one of a certain set of bigraph pairs W,
called “weeds”.
Here a translation of a bigraph pair means increasing the supertransitivity by an even
amount. An extension of a bigraph pair adds new vertices and edges at strictly greater
depths than the maximum depth of any vertex in the original pair. Haagerup’s result above
is the classification statement((
,
)
, 3 +
√
3,VH , ∅
)
with
VH =
{(
,
)
(
,
)
(
,
)}
Trivially, we always have classification statements of the form (Γ0,Λ, ∅, {Γ0}), and in
particular
((
,
)
, 5, ∅,{( , )}). An intermediate subfactor argument
[MS12b, §5] [MP12b, Lemma 2.4] shows that there are no 1-supertransitive subfactors with
index between 4 and 5, so we further have the classification statement((
,
)
, 5, ∅,{( , )}) .
Working combinatorially, we now proceed to refine classification statements in three ways.
5.1.1. The odometer. We can always take a bigraph pair out of a set of weeds, replacing
it with all ways to extend by one depth, staying under the index limit. At the same time,
we need to put that pair, along with any ways to extend just one graph of the pair, into
the set of vines. See [MS12b, §2.3] for a much more detailed explanation, including the
combinatorics of enumerating all the depth one extensions. Repeatedly applying this process,
we can arbitrarily increase the minimum depth of the pairs appearing in the set of weeds, at
the expense of potentially greatly increasing the sizes of the sets of vines and weeds.
Furthermore, we can eliminate many weeds by applying some simple combinatorial tests
which we explain below. We call this process of repeatedly growing the list of weeds and
vines, and then pruning using these combinatorial tests “running the odometer”. In fortunate
situations, eventually the odometer will eliminate all the weeds leaving only a list of vines.
This is exactly what occurred in Haagerup’s classification up to index 3 +
√
3, but we are
not so lucky going to index 5. Instead, careful decisions have to be made about when to stop
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running the odometer. We need to strike a balance between having few enough remaining
weeds that they can be individually studied, but each rich enough that we can actually find
obstructions for them.
5.1.2. The associativity test. The easiest combinatorial test which we can use to eliminate
weeds just uses associativity of the fusion rules. Recall that the principal graphs encode the
fusion rules for tensoring on the right with NMM and MMN . Combined with the dual data,
we also know the fusion rules for tensoring on the left with these bimodules. Associativity
then gives a condition because we can compare tensoring on the left and then right with
tensoring on the right and then left. This gives a combinatorial obstruction for potential
principal graph pairs. In terms of the 4-partite graph it is quite easy to understand; it says
that the number of 2-step paths going half-way around the square between two specific
vertices should be the same going either direction around the square. This associativity
condition is easy to see in any version of the standard invariant. For example, in the language
of paragroups, this associativity becomes the condition that biunitary matrices are square.
At first glance it appears that this associativity condition is relatively mild. After all, it
only uses properties of the principal graph, and if the two principal graphs are the same it
often says nothing. Nonetheless it is remarkably powerful as part of the odometer. This is
for three main reasons: it is easy to check, it can be checked locally if you know part of the
principal graphs but not the whole thing, and it is remarkably effective in restricting graphs
when used in tandem with Ocneanu’s triple point obstruction below.
5.1.3. Ocneanu’s triple point obstruction. Suppose that the principal graphs of a subfactor
begin with an initial triple point. The connection then contains a 3-by-3 unitary matrix
corresponding to this initial branch point, which satisfies certain normalization properties.
Remarkably, a simple linear algebra calculation shows that if the graphs are simple enough
near the triple point then the combinatorial possibilities are extremely restricted. This
result was used to great effect by Haagerup who gives a proof in [Haa94] where he atributes
it to Ocneanu.
The most general version of this triple point obstruction is a bit awkward to state ([MS12b,
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3]). However, it is easy to check and only requires knowing the princpal
graphs two depths past the branch point. To give the flavor of this obstruction we will state
one special case.
Proposition 5.1. There are no subfactors whose principal graph and dual principal graph
both begin like .
There are also no subfactors where both the principal and dual principal graphs begin like
.
This result is typical of the triple point obstruction in that it forces the principal graphs
to start assymetrically. See Lemma 6.4 of [MS12b] for several other examples of this
obstruction. Much of the power of the odometer comes from the tension between the triple
point obstruction which forces principal graphs to start assymetrically and the associativity
test which requires a symmetry in the number of paths.
5.2. Eliminating weeds. Applying the odometer as above eventually yields a classification
statement with a large number of vines and the five weeds in Figure 5. In this section we
will explain how these remaining weeds can be eliminated on a case-by-case basis. Three of
these weeds start with triple points, while two start with quadruple points. We will consider
these groupings separately.
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C =
(
,
)
,
F =
(
,
)
,
B =
(
,
)
,
Q =
(
,
)
,
Q′ =
(
,
)
Figure 5. The five weeds which must be eliminated by hand
5.2.1. Triple points. The three weeds beginning with triple points, C, F , and B were ruled
out in [MPPS12]. Further developments have simplified the argument somewhat, and we
sketch these improvements here.
First let us consider the weed B. In [MPPS12] this weed was eliminated via a somewhat
tricky ad hoc calculation. However, it turns out that this weed can be ruled out using an
earlier theorem of Popa’s. We would like to thank David Penneys for pointing this out.
Theorem 5.2. [Pop95a, BP12] Say that a principal graph pair is stable at depth k if each
vertex at depth k is connected to at most one vertex at depth k+ 1, and each vertex at depth
k + 1 is connected to exactly one vertex at depth k.
If an n-supertransitive subfactor with index greater than 4 has principal graph pair which
is stable at depth k0 for some k0 > n, then the principal graph is finite and stable at all
depths k ≥ k0.
Applying this to the weed B we see that any extension must end with An tails. By Lemma
4.14 of [MPPS12] these must in fact be A∞ tails, but this is impossible by results of Popa
[Pop95b] or Peters [Pet10, Theorem 6.5].
The remaining two weeds, C and F , are ruled out using a triple point obstruction. For
convenience, we will state only the most general form of this triple point obstruction as
given in [Sny12], but for the argument it suffices to use earlier slightly weaker triple point
obstructions [Jon03, MPPS12]. (In fact, for the classification up to index 5 it is only
necessary to use the earliest of these results [Jon03].) In order to state this triple point
obstruction we fix some notation. Suppose that we have a subfactor planar algebra which is
n − 1 supertransitive with principal and dual principal graphs Γ and Γ′, both beginning
with a triple point. Let [k] denote the quantum number (νk − ν−k)/(ν − ν−1) where ν is a
number such that the index is [2]2. Let r be the ratio of the two dimensions at depth n in Γ.
Theorem 5.3. [Sny12] Suppose that one of the vertices at depth n on Γ′ is 1-valent, then
r +
1
r
=
λ+ λ−1 + 2
[n][n+ 2]
+ 2,
where λ is an n-th root of unity.
The number λ is an eigenvalue for the action of rotation in the planar algebra. This
theorem is proved using a mix of connections and planar algebras, following an argument
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in [IJMS12] and relaxes some of the conditions from the earlier slightly weaker theorem in
[Jon03].
Since λ is a root of unity, we know that −2 ≤ λ + λ−1 ≤ 2. Hence this triple point
obstruction implies a certain inequality in which λ does not appear. This inequality is quite
useful on its own, and it can be proved directly using only connections as in [MPPS12].
This triple point obstruction has a somewhat different flavor than Ocneanu’s. It only
applies in the specific situation where one of the vertices on Γ′ is 1-valent, but when it does
apply it gives a strong restriction. Furthermore, applying this triple point obstruction is
more subtle, because you need to know the supertransitivity, the index, and the value of r.
This makes it somewhat surprising that it can be applied to weeds at all, because weeds
have arbitrary supertransitivity, and even if you fix the supertransitivity you typically can’t
work out either the index or the value of r. However, in the cases of C and F we have a
slight simplification: if you fix the index and the supertransitivity then you can work out
r explicitly. This calculation of r is somewhat delicate and requires using the dual data.
Once you work out r, the inequality rules out all but finitely many supertransitivities, and
the full version rules out the remaining few examples.
5.2.2. Quadruple points. In [IJMS12], we showed that the only subfactors with principal
graph represented by either of the weeds Q or Q′ are the GHJ 3311 subfactor and its dual.
There, we analyzed possible connections on a graph whose branch point is a quadruple point
adjacent to two univalent vertices. We were able to prove that the dimensions of the two
other vertices adjacent to this quadruple point must be equal, and as an easy corollary the
index on an n-supertransitive extension of either Q or Q′ is equal to the index of the nn11
graph. A slight elaboration of the techniques of [CMS11] (and see below) shows that there
is a number theoretic obstruction eliminating all supertransitivies except n = 2, 3 or 4. The
even cases are not relevant, and a straightforward graph enumeration argument shows that
the only 3-supertransitive extension of Q or Q′ with index 3 +√3 (the index of 3311) is
the 3311 principal graph itself. As explained above in §4.2.4, this subfactor is unique up to
duality.
5.3. Eliminating vines. Now that we have eliminated all the weeds we need to consider
the long list of vines remaining. In Haagerup’s classification, each of the vines was eliminated
using a different technique. Bisch used a fusion rules obstruction, Haagerup a triple point
obstruction, and Asaeda-Yasuda number theory. Rather than ad hoc techniques applied
to each vine individually, it turns out that there is a number theoretic argument which
eliminates all but finitely many graphs coming from a given vine in a uniform manner.
Indeed, number theory remains the only known technique for ruling out several of the vines
(including the Haagerup vine).
The appearance of number theory is somewhat unexpected and mysterious. The first
application of number theory to subfactors is that all dimensions of bimodules occuring
in finite depth subfactors must be algebraic integers (as they are eigenvalues of integer
matrices). This is already enough to eliminate certain graphs like D5. Indeed along with a
result of Kronecker’s [Kro57] it gives a quick proof that finite depth subfactors of index less
than 4 must have index 4 cos2 pi/n. Namely, if the index is (q + q−1)2 then q must be an
algebraic integer all of whose Galois conjugates have size 1, which by Kronecker’s theorem
forces q to be a root of unity and the index to be 4 cos2 pi/n. In addition to the condition
that indices of finite depth subfactors are algebraic integers, several more sophisticated
number theoretic techniques have been introduced.
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5.3.1. Cyclotomicity. De Boer and Goeree [dBG91] first observed that certain invariants of
conformal field theories always lie in a cyclotomic field. Coste and Gannon [CG94] clarified
this result, showing that the entries of the S matrix for any modular tensor category lie in
a cyclotomic field. These results are not immediately applicable to subfactors, because the
tensor categories which appear in subfactor theory are typically not modular. Nonetheless,
from any spherical fusion category you can produce a modular category by taking the
Drinfel’d center. Etingof-Nikshych-Ostrik [ENO05] showed that the Coste-Gannon result
for Z(C) implies that the dimensions of objects in C are themselves cyclotomic. This
immediately shows that the dimensions of all even depth objects in finite depth subfactors
are cyclotomic integers, and in particular the index is too. Moreover, this is true not just
for the Frobenius-Perron dimensions, but for any dimension function. Every multiplicity
free eigenvector of the adjacency matrix of the principal graph (normalized to give 1 on the
trivial bimodule) gives a dimension function.
The key step in Coste and Gannon’s argument is to prove that the entries of the S
matrix lie in an abelian extension of Q, because the Galois group can be thought of either
as permuting the rows or as permuting the columns and thus must be commutative. Then
Kronecker-Weber [Kro57, Web86] tells you that these numbers lie in a cyclotomic field. This
argument, although beautiful, is not very constructive. Unpublished work of Siu-Hung Ng
gives another proof that the dimensions of objects in a modular tensor category lie in a
cyclotomic field, and his construction is more explicit. The dimensions are traces of the
action of rotation on a certain space, and thus must be sums of roots of unity.
Asaeda was the first to apply cyclotomicity to subfactors. She proved in [Asa07] that the
n-supertransitive translates of the Haagerup and extended Haagerup principal graphs did
not have cyclotomic index for 7 < n ≤ 55. Subsequently Asaeda and Yasuda [AY09] showed
that none of the graphs(
,
)
have cyclotomic index except when the supertransitivity is 3 or 7, and hence these graphs
cannot be the principal graph of a subfactor.
Subsequently, using rather different methods, Calegari, Morrison, and Snyder [CMS11]
gave the following two results:
Theorem 5.4 (Theorems 1.0.3 and 1.0.6 from [CMS11]). Let Γ be a connected graph with
|Γ| vertices. Fix a vertex v of Γ, and let Γn denote the sequence of graphs obtained by adding
a 2-valent tree of length n− |Γ| to Γ at v (see Figure 6). There exists an effective constant
N1(Γ) such that for all n ≥ N1(Γ), either:
(1) all the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix Mn are of the form ζ + ζ
−1 for some
root of unity ζ, and the graphs Γn are the Dynkin diagrams An or Dn, or
(2) the largest eigenvalue λ of the adjacency matrix Mn is greater than 2, and the field
Q(λ2) is not abelian. Thus Γn is not the principal graph of a subfactor.
The effective constant here is actually rather hard to compute, and tends to be very large!
As a result, for applications we use the following theorem where the effective constant is
smaller and easier to compute.
Theorem 5.5 (Theorem 10.0.1 from [CMS11]). With the same hypotheses and notation as
in the previous theorem, there is an effective constant N(Γ) such that for all n ≥ N , either
(1) the graphs Γn are the Dynkin diagrams An or Dn, or
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Figure 6. The family of graphs Γn.
(2) there exists at least one eigenvalue λ of Mn of multiplicity one such that Q(λ2) is
not abelian, and hence Γn is not the principal graph of a subfactor.
These arguments use results of Cassels and Loxton [Cas69, Lox72], who consider a height
function M on cyclotomic integers and show that any cyclotomic integer with small height
must be a sum of a small number of roots of unity. The second theorem also uses a result of
Gross, Hironaka, and McMullen [GHM09] to get an explicit handle on eigenvalues of the
adjacency matrix of the form ζ + ζ−1 where ζ is a root of unity.
In this second theorem, the constant N(Γ) is relatively easily computable, and tends
to be small. In [PT12] Penneys and Tener gave algorithms to compute (upper bounds
for) N , and used this theorem to reduce all the vines discussed in §5.1 to finitely many
cases. The highest N they have to consider is 333. Checking the finitely many cases below
these bounds takes some more work. In fact, the vast majority still don’t have cyclotomic
index, suggesting that the bounds in Theorem 5.5 tend to be far from sharp. To show
that individual indexes are not cyclotomic, it suffices to find the minimal polynomial, then
identify a prime so that the factorization of the minimal polynomial module that prime
has factors with different degrees. Computing the minimal polynomials eventually becomes
computationally intensive, but they found a shortcut: the ratio of the minimal polynomial
to the characteristic polynomial of the square of the adjacency matrix has only a few prime
factors, and this ratio tends to be periodic in n with quite small period. This observation
allows them to guess and then verify minimal polynomials for each graph in the finite family
{Γn}n<N(Γ).
Finally, the authors of [PT12] find the seven graphs coming from the Haagerup, extended
Haagerup, Asaeda-Haagerup, and Izumi-Xu subfactors along with another 15 graphs which
they eliminate using the obstruction of the next section. (The graphs coming from the
Goodman-de la Harpe-Jones 3311 subfactor had arisen from a weed with a quadruple
point, and were dealt with in [IJMS12], described in §5.2.2 above, so didn’t appear in their
treatment of vines.)
Using number theory alone [CMS11] also gives an independent proof that any finite
depth subfactor of index less than 4 + 1033 has index 3 + 2 cos(
2pi
7 ) or
5+
√
13
2 . As we know
from the main classification theorem, the assumption of finite depth is unnecessary and
the former index is impossible, but nonetheless it’s interesting to know that number theory
alone gives such strong restrictions. This proof uses Cassels-Loxton techniques, but requires
considerable care (and some additional ideas based on work of A.J. Jones and Conway
[Jon68, CJ76]). Furthermore, the same technique gives even stronger results restricting
dimensions of objects in fusion categories.
5.3.2. Ostrik’s d-numbers. Another number theoretic restriction on candidate subfactors
was given by Ostrik in [Ost09]. A d-number is an algebraic integer which generates an
ideal in the ring of algebraic integers invariant under the action of the absolute Galois
group. Ostrik showed that every formal codegree of a fusion category was a d-number. A
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formal codegree for a fusion category C is the quantity ∑V ∈Irr(C) ||d(V )||2 for some simple
representation d of the fusion ring (the 1-dimensional representations are called dimension
functions, but we can also talk about formal codegrees for other simple representations
when the fusion ring is non-abelian). In particular, the formal codegree coming from the
Frobenius-Perron dimension function is exactly the global dimension of the fusion category.
In the subfactor literature, the global dimension of the fusion category of N −N bimodules
of a finite depth subfactor is often called the global index, because it is the index of the
associated asymptotic inclusion [Ocn88].
Ostrik also gave a very explicit characterization: an algebraic integer z with minimal
polynomial
∑n
i=0 an−ix
i and a0 = 1 is a d-number if and only if a
n
i is divisible by a
i
n for
each i. This immediately gives an obstruction to certain graphs being principal graphs of
subfactors. Penneys and Tener used this to rule out the last 15 candidate principal graphs
with index below 5.
6. Index 5 and beyond
We begin with Figure 7 which summarizes the known small-index subfactors, the regions
in which we have classification results, and indicates some candidate principal graphs which
may be realized by currently unknown subfactors.
Figure 7. The map of low index subfactors. In the shaded regions we have
classification results. Filled dots show known subfactors. Open dots indicate
candidate principal graphs, but are not exhaustive.
6.1. Index exactly 5. At index exactly 5 there are seven subfactor planar algebras, all of
which are group-subgroup subfactors or duals of group-subgroup subfactors. (See [KS00],
and [Izu02] for when two group-subgroup subfactors are equivalent.) The group-subgroup
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subfactors at index 5 are
1 ⊂ Z/5Z
(
,
)
Z/2Z ⊂ D10
(
,
)
Z/4Z ⊂ Z/5Z oAut(Z/5Z)
(
,
)
A4 ⊂ A5
(
,
)
S4 ⊂ S5
(
, )
and the first three of these are self-dual and the last two are not.
This result has not yet appeared in the literature, but hopefully will soon. The combina-
torial work done by the odometer cuts down the possibilities to the 5 cases that actually
exist, and the following three graph pairs.
•
(
,
)
•
(
,
)
•
(
, )
The first two pairs don’t have biunitary connections, while the even part of the third has a
multiplicity free eigenvalue, and hence dimension function, for which the formal codegree
does not lie in the field generated by the Frobenius-Perron dimensions, contrary to an
(unpublished) result of Ostrik’s.
For the first three group-subgroup subfactors, Izumi’s Goldman type result from [Izu97]
shows that there is a unique subfactor planar algebra with the given principal graph. One
can show uniqueness for the A4 ⊂ A5 and S4 ⊂ S5 subfactors by demonstrating that there
is a unique gauge equivalence class of biunitary connections.
6.2. Indexes between 5 and 3 +
√
5. Above index 4, the first composite index is 3 +
√
5.
Thus 3 +
√
5 is a natural upper bound to consider. In this range there are two known
subfactors which arise from quantum groups. These two examples both have index the
largest root of x3 − 6x2 + 5x− 1, which is approximately 5.04892, with principal graphs
Γ(A) =
(
,
)
and
Γ(B) =
(
,
)
.
These come from the 3-dimensional representations of SU(2) and SU(3) at a 14-th root of
unity [Wen98]. In [MP12b], Morrison and Peters have proved that these quantum group
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subfactors are the only subfactors with these principal graphs. Moreover, they prove that
Γ(A) is the only possible 1-supertransitive principal graph in the interval (5, 3 +√5).
In this interval, there is computer evidence that there are no other finite depth subfactors.
We can show that the principal graph pair of any other subfactor has at least 38 vertices.
We also know that there is a (tiny!) gap, with no subfactors besides A∞ with index in the
interval (5, 5.004).
Conjecture 6.1. The only two irreducible subfactor planar algebras (except those with
principal graph A∞) with index in (5, 3 +
√
5) are the quantum group subfactors described
above.
6.3. Index 3 +
√
5. The index 3 +
√
5 is a product of smaller allowed index values 2 and
4 cos2(pi/5), and as a result there are many interesting examples of subfactors at this index.
The full list is as yet unknown. Perhaps most interesting is the infinite depth Fuss-Catalan
subfactor, obtained as the free product A3 ∗A4 of subfactors at index 2 and 4 cos2(pi/5). Its
principal graph begins as(
,
)
and continues periodically. (This is not actually the first instance of this phenomenon; the
D
(1)
∞ subfactor at index 4 is the free product A3 ∗A3, and many features of the index 3 +
√
5
Fuss-Catalan subfactor are analogous.)
There is also of course the tensor product A3 ⊗A4, with principal graph(
,
)
.
Next, there are tantalizing hints of a sequence of subfactors interpolating between the tensor
product and the free product; Bisch and Haagerup constructed (in unpublished notes on
compositions of A3 with A4) a subfactor with principal graph(
,
)
,
and recent unpublished work of Izumi has shown the existence of a subfactor with principal
graph (
,
)
.
We note that the finite depth D
(1)
n subfactors at index 4 should be considered analogues,
interpolating between A3 ⊗A3 = D(1)4 and A3 ∗A3 = D(1)∞ .
Two other extremely interesting subfactors at index 3 +
√
5 have principal graph 3333,
with the group of invertible bimodules being Z/4 or Z/2× Z/2 (we will refer to these as
3G where G is the group of invertibles). These subfactors have been constructed by Izumi
(unpublished), as special cases of a construction which potentially gives a 3G subfactor
for many abelian groups G (this was also discussed in §4.2.1). Morrison and Penneys
subsequently constructed a 4442 subfactor [MP12a], and gave an alternative construction of
the 3Z/2×Z/2 subfactor, using a combination of the jellyfish algorithm and quadratic tangles
techniques. Izumi then identified this 4442 subfactor as an equivariatization of the 3Z/2×Z/2
subfactor.
As we will explain below there are several “wild” phenomenon at index 6 which show
that there is no simple classification of subfactors at that index. Since 6 is also a composite
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index, it seems plausible that similar wild behavior takes place at index 3 +
√
5. So far,
however, there are no results in this direction.
6.4. The onset of wildness at index 6. At index 6 a full classification is not a reasonable
goal. There are three ways in which we might fail to achieve a satisfactory classification.
First, there could be such a plethora of finite depth planar algebras that one could not hope
to organise them. Second, the same could be true of infinite depth planar algebras. And
third, there could be a huge family of distinct subfactors sharing the same planar algebra.
All three of these “wild” phenomena occur at index 6. The reason for all of these failures is
that 6 = 2× 3 and the free product (Z/2Z) ∗ (Z/3Z) is essentially a free group.
Unlike amenable groups, free groups can be made to act in a huge variety of ways by outer
automorphisms on II1 factors. The construction of Bisch-Haagerup [BH96] takes an action
on M of the free product of finite groups G and H and considers the subfactor MG ⊂MoH
(of index |G||H|). (There is a planar algebraic description of this construction in [BDG09].)
The outer conjugacy class of the action of G ∗H is an invariant of this subfactor, so that we
obtain a different subfactor of index 6, with different planar algebra, for every group which
is a quotient of (Z/2Z) ∗ (Z/3Z)!
Even worse is the failure of planar algebras to classify subfactors. The tool for under-
standing this is the “fundamental group” of a subfactor (nothing to do with any pi1): given
a subfactor N ⊂M and a projection p in N one forms the reduced subfactor pNp ⊂ pMp.
It is routine to show that the planar algebra does not change under this reduction process.
(After further tensoring with matrix algebras, the set of all traces of such projections forms
a multiplicative subgroup of R+ called the fundamental group of the subfactor.) But the
isomorphism type of the subfactor may change under reduction, even when M (and hence all
other factors involved, by [Con76]) is finite. It was Connes who first used Kazhdan’s property
T [Kazˇ67] to show that the fundamental group of a II1 factor may be only countable [Con80]
and Popa’s techniques yielded total control in some cases over the fundamental group. Thus
in [BNP07], by using these property T techniques applied to quotients of (Z/2Z) ∗ (Z/3Z),
Bisch, Nicoara, and Popa constructed subfactors with index 6 with countable and trivial
fundamental groups, and hence uncountable families of subfactors with index 6.
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